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 ABSTRACT 
 
Modeling studies and paleoclimate evidence of the mid-Holocene, 6,000 years 
ago, indicate that the potential for rapid climate change exists over northern Africa.  A 
regional climate model that produces an excellent representation of today’s climate 
over northern Africa is used to simulate the summer climate under present day solar 
forcing and SSTs and several prescribed static idealized zonal vegetation distributions. 
The purpose is to isolate and understand the role of interactions between vegetation 
and the dynamics of the West African summer monsoon in generating rapid climate 
change.  Simulations with prescribed and interactive vegetation distributions are 
analyzed. 
In simulations with prescribed idealized vegetation, the regional model 
simulates only small differences in precipitation when the southern desert border is 
located between 10.0°N and 17.9°N.  However, when the desert border is moved only 
180 km, from 17.9°N to 19.4°N, summer precipitation increases by a factor of 5 over 
the Sahara, and the zonal structure observed in the present day climate is eliminated.  
These precipitation anomalies are associated with a 50% reduction in the magnitude of 
the African easterly jet, a 20% increase in the magnitude of the low-level westerly jet 
and a deepening and moistening of the thermal low.  The model suggests that when 
the southern desert border is located north of a threshold latitude, the positive soil 
moisture anomalies beneath the region of maximum vertical velocity associated with 
the thermal low support positive low-level moist static energy anomalies, which are 
indicative of strengthened convection.    
Asynchronous coupling with a simple vegetation model reveals that when the 
initial desert border is located at 20.9°N, a new equilibrium vegetation distribution 
results in which the central Sahara is vegetated, indicating that the interactions    
 
 
between vegetation and the atmosphere may produce rapid climate change.  When the 
initial desert border is located at 10.0°N, the equilibrium vegetation distribution 
closely resembles that of the present day, suggesting that the atmospheric conditions 
may allow regrowth of vegetation in a deforestation scenario under present day solar 
and SST forcings. 
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1.  Introduction 
  
Evidence from the African Humid Period (AHP), a time of increased moisture 
over Africa that occurred about 14,800 – 5,500 years ago (14.8 - 5.5 ka) suggests that 
the climate of northern Africa, especially in the Sahel and Sahara, can change 
abruptly.  Paleoclimate evidence suggests that the West African summer monsoon was 
stronger and more extensive in the late AHP, around 6 ka, than today, and that the 
Saharan desert was green.  Lake core and ocean core analysis indicates that the onset 
and termination of the AHP were abrupt in northern Africa, occurring within centuries 
(deMenocal et al. 2000; Russell et al. 2003).   
Patricola and Cook (2006; hereafter, PC06) demonstrated with a regional 
climate model (RCM) that under the radiative and vegetation forcings of 6 ka, the 
African easterly jet (AEJ) does not form.  The AEJ transports moisture off the West 
African coast, and it is stronger (weaker) and located farther south (north) during dry 
(wet) seasons (Grist and Nicholson 2001).  Since the jet is the geostrophic 
consequence of positive meridional surface temperature gradients and requires a 
sufficient meridional soil moisture gradient to form (Cook 1999), its location and 
intensity are tightly linked to the vegetation distribution.  In the simulations of the 6 ka 
climate, the absence of the jet is important for maintaining high precipitation rates 
over today’s Sahara, and the vegetation imposed in the model provides a strong 
forcing.  In the present study, we explore the possibility that feedbacks involving 
vegetation and the atmospheric circulation – in particular, the AEJ – provide a 
mechanism for rapid climate change in this region.  Observations of the AHP are used 
to validate the modeling study, and the primary objective is to investigate the 
relationship between the land surface and jet, including the potential for rapid change. 
The following section presents a review of the evidence for abrupt climate   2 
 
 
change in this region and previous studies of land-surface/atmosphere interactions.  
Section 3 provides a description and validation of the regional climate model and 
details the simulation design.  In section 4, the model results are analyzed and an 
abrupt climate change mechanism is identified.  Section 5 contains conclusions.   3 
 
 
2.  Background 
The Sahel is a transition region between the high rainfall of the West African 
summer monsoon and the dry Saharan climate.  The Gulf of Guinea serves as the 
primary moisture source for the present day monsoon as moist southerly winds cross 
the Guinean Coast onto the continent and converge with the dry northeasterly 
Harmattan winds to produce the monsoon rainfall.   An additional moisture source for 
the region is the low-level westerly jet, which is located on the west coast of Africa 
near 10.0°N - 12.5°N during the summer and transports moisture from the Atlantic 
onto the continent (Grodsky et al. 2003).  The AEJ, located near 625 hPa and 15°N, 
helps regulate the monsoon by serving as a moisture sink, carrying moisture off the 
coast below the level of condensation (Cook 1999).  Variability of each of these 
features contributes to the variability of rainfall in northern Africa.   
Conditions in the Gulf of Guinea and the behavior of the West African summer 
monsoon are also closely related.  AGCM and many observational studies clearly 
demonstrate the importance of regional and global SSTAs on interannual and 
interdecadal variability of rainfall in the Sahel for today’s climate (Folland et al. 1986, 
Rowell et al. 1992; Rowell et al. 1995; Vizy and Cook 2002).  In addition, there is a 
detectable relationship between rainfall and the low-level westerly winds such that 
years of stronger (weaker) low-level westerlies are associated with increased 
(decreased) rainfall in the Sahel (Grist and Nicholson 2001; Grodsky et al. 2003).   
The strength of the AEJ is also important in contributing to the moisture 
budget of northern Africa.  Grist and Nicholson (2001) have shown a connection 
between the strength of the AEJ and summer precipitation in the Sahel during the 
present day.  Relatively dry (wet) years are associated with a stronger (weaker) AEJ 
positioned farther south (north).  The location and intensity of the AEJ are tightly 
linked to the vegetation distribution because the jet is the geostrophic consequence of   4 
 
 
positive meridional surface temperature gradients and requires a sufficient meridional 
soil moisture gradient to form (Cook 1999). 
Xue and Shukla (1993) demonstrate that land-surface/atmosphere interactions 
significantly influence the AEJ and the intensity of the West African summer 
monsoon.  When vegetation north of 9°N is prescribed as desert in the Center for 
Ocean-Land-Atmosphere (COLA) GCM, a stronger AEJ and weaker tropical easterly 
jet (TEJ) results.  These changes are accompanied by a strong zonally uniform drying 
signal, of up to 2 mm/day, between 5°N – 20°N, while wetter conditions of up to 1 
mm/day are generated over the continent along the Guinean coast, between 0° - 5°N.  
The simulated response is consistent with an observational comparison of wet and dry 
years in the Sahel (Newell and Kidson 1984).  A weakening of the southerlies over 
West Africa is also simulated, indicative of a weaker monsoon flow. 
A summer afforestation experiment, in which desert is changed to broadleaf 
trees to about 21°N, is also conducted with the COLA GCM (Xue and Shukla 1996).  
A weakening of the AEJ and strengthening of the TEJ are simulated, and positive 
precipitation anomalies span a large portion of the Sahel and Sahara (12.5°N – 22.5°N 
and 10°W – 30°E) with drying along the Guinean Coast.  The precipitation signal is 
not strictly zonal, as rainfall increases are not simulated along the eastern and western 
edges of the continent.  The simulated increase in Sahelian precipitation, decrease in 
precipitation along the Guinean Coast, and weakening of the AEJ are consistent with 
observed relationships in the present day (Fontaine et al. 1995; Grist and Nicholson 
2001).  Both the desertification and afforestation experiments support a strong link 
between the AEJ, vegetation, and the intensity of the West African summer monsoon. 
Lake core evidence covering much of the Sahel and Sahara shows that, there 
were widespread regions characterized by wetter conditions 6 ka.  Changes in orbital 
parameters, primarily the longitude of perihelion, force the precipitation anomalies,   5 
 
 
which are significantly enhanced by positive vegetation feedbacks.  A strong link 
between vegetation, the AEJ, and summer precipitation is captured in PC06’s 
simulations of the 6 ka climate.  They demonstrate that the elimination of the AEJ and 
strengthening of the low-level westerly jet are associated with a significant increase in 
moisture transport onto the continent at this time.  Summer simulations using a 
regional climate model with both radiative (solar and atmospheric CO2) and vegetation 
forcings of 6 ka, radiative forcing alone, and vegetation forcing alone are analyzed.  At 
6 ka, insolation is increased in the model by about 5% in the Northern Hemisphere 
summer and the Sahara is almost entirely covered in steppe vegetation.  The simulated 
precipitation increases are related to the elimination of the AEJ, intensification and 
deepening of the low-level westerly jet, and the replacement of the dry thermal 
low/Saharan high system of the present day climate with a deep moist thermal low.   
When only vegetation forcing is applied, the response is similar, especially in 
the early summer.  Without vegetation forcing, i.e., with radiative forcing alone, 
positive precipitation anomalies do not develop until mid-summer.  Thus, vegetation is 
supplying a “memory” of the previous summer, and including its effects is crucial for 
a simulation of the AHP climate that agrees with the proxy data. 
Geological evidence also strongly suggests that, despite gradual and smooth 
changes in insolation, the onset and termination of the AHP were abrupt, occurring 
within centuries (deMenocal et al. 2000; Peck et al. 2004; Russell et al. 2003), and that 
the termination may have occurred earlier in the Sahel (deMenocal et al. 2000) than 
along the Guinean Coast (Russell et al. 2000).   
The potential for rapid climate change is supported by studies which 
investigate the stability of north African vegetation.  A GCM asynchronously coupled 
with the BIOME vegetation model simulates both a vegetated and non-vegetated 
stable solution over the Sahara under present day solar forcing and SSTs, indicating   6 
 
 
the potential for rapid climate change between two stable states (Claussen 1998).   
Similarly, Zeng and Neelin (2000) simulate both a vegetated and non-vegetated 
Sahara under present solar forcing with an intermediate level model.  However, the 
multiple equilibrium solution fails and the vegetation distribution tends towards an 
intermediate grasslike state when sufficient SST variability is included. 
This evidence for a rapid onset and termination of the AHP, in addition to 
model simulations which show that the wetter Saharan vegetation of 6 ka magnifies 
the response due to solar forcing alone (Kutzbach et al. 1996; PC06) and is closely 
linked to the strength of the AEJ (PC06), suggests that the interaction between 
vegetation and the AEJ is a possible mechanism for rapid climate change in northern 
Africa.  That is the topic of this paper. 
   7 
 
 
3.  Model description, simulation design, and model validation 
The Pennsylvania State University/ National Center for Atmospheric Research 
Mesoscale Model 5 version 3.6 (PSU/NCAR MM5; Grell et al. 1994) is utilized for all 
simulations.  MM5 is a non-hydrostatic model with 24 vertical sigma levels.  The top 
of the atmosphere is set to 50 hPa for this tropical application. 
In order to simulate climate, MM5 is modified to a regional climate model 
(RCM) as detailed in Vizy and Cook (2002).  Physical options for the simulations 
include the Blackadar planetary boundary layer scheme (Blackadar 1979; Zang et al. 
1982) the Kain-Fritsch convective scheme, with shallow convection turned on (Kain et 
al. 1993), the Dudhia simple ice explicit moisture scheme (Dudhia 1989), and the 
Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) longwave radiation scheme (Mlawer et al. 
1997).  These choices are made based on previous experience in modeling the 
northern African climate with this model (Vizy and Cook 2002, 2003; Hsieh and Cook 
2006; PC06). 
The domain, shown in Figure 1, is relatively large.  Each simulation uses 90 
km horizontal resolution and a 90 second time step, and runs for 137 days from May 
15 to September 30 with the first 16 days disregarded for model spin-up.  The three 
hourly model output is averaged to form monthly climatologies. 
   8 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Landuse on the simulation domain for the present day according to the 24 
category USGS dataset.  Grassland - 7, shrubland - 8, savanna - 10, evergreen 
broadleaf forest - 13, and desert - 19. 
 
Present day land surface characteristics (Fig. 1) are based on the 10-minute 
resolution, 24 category United States Geological Survey (USGS) data set, and SSTs 
are prescribed from Shea et al. (1992), as represented in the 1949 – 2002 
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis climatology.  This reanalysis climatology is also used to 
specify initial and lateral boundary conditions. 
In addition to the present day simulation, two sets of experiments are 
performed.  The first set is designed to investigate the sensitivity of the West African 
summer monsoon to varying vegetation distributions and consists of five model 
integrations with prescribed static idealized zonal vegetation distributions.  The 
idealized vegetation distributions are created by choosing a latitude that is the 
boundary between desert and grasslands.  North of the boundary, extending to 35.8ºN, 
desert surface conditions are imposed.  South of the boundary to 0.34ºN, mixed   9 
 
 
shrubland/grassland conditions are specified over regions of desert.  All other land-
surfaces retain their present day values.  Latitudes chosen for the boundary are 10.0ºN, 
15.5ºN, 17.9ºN, 19.4ºN, and 20.9ºN, and these simulations are referred to as des10.0, 
des15.5, des17.9, des19.4, and des20.9 respectively.  The vegetation prescribed for 
each simulation is shown in Figure 2, and the land-use changes for each are 
summarized in Table 1.  Though it is imposed in the model, the vegetation would, in 
nature, change as insolation evolves (i.e., the changes in prescribed vegetation would 
be associated with solar forcing.)  Note that the vegetation distributions of des15.5 and 
des17.9 most closely resemble that of the present day.     10 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  Prescribed vegetation for the (a) des10.0, (b) des15.5, (c) des17.9, (d) 
des19.4, and (e) des20.9 simulations.  The first and second shades of grey denote 
desert and mixed grasslands/shrublands, respectively. 
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Table 1.  Land-use changes from present day for the idealized RCM simulations. [*] 
denotes simulations which are asynchronously coupled to the simple vegetation 
model. 
 
Simulation 
name 
Desert only land 
surface changed to 
grassland/shrubland 
Land surface 
changed to desert 
Gridpoint of 
southern 
Sahara border 
des10.0 *  No change  10.00°N – 35.79°N 
 
51 
des15.5  0.34ºN – 14.74ºN   15.52°N – 35.79°N   58 
present day  No change  No change   
des17.9  0.34ºN – 17.08ºN   17.85°N – 35.79°N   61 
des19.4  0.34ºN – 18.62ºN    19.38°N – 35.79°N   63 
des20.9 *  0.34ºN – 20.15ºN   20.90°N – 35.79°N   65 
 
In the RCM, land-surface properties, including albedo and moisture 
availability, are determined by the specified vegetation type and remain at a constant 
“summer averaged” value throughout the simulations.  Albedo and moisture 
availability for vegetation types relevant to this study are displayed in Table 2. 
 
Table 2.  USGS vegetation and physical properties for summer. 
 
Description  Albedo (%)  Moisture Availability (%) 
evergreen broadleaf forest  12  50 
grassland 19  15 
shrubland 22  10 
mixed grass/shrub  20  15 
savanna 20  15 
sparse vegetation  25  2 
 
A second set of experiments is designed to allow the desert border to change in 
response to climate, and to influence the climate.  In these simulations, the total June-
September (JJAS) precipitation from an initial simulation is used to create a revised 
vegetation distribution, and this new vegetation distribution is applied to generate a 
second iteration.  The process is repeated until the desert border stabilizes.  For   12 
 
 
example, the summer precipitation of des10.0 is used to create the vegetation for the 
next iteration, named des10.0_2.  This process produces a mutually adjusted climate 
and desert border. 
A simple vegetation model is used to allow the southern edge of the Sahara 
desert to respond to the summer precipitation distribution.  The southern border of the 
Sahara is associated with various annual precipitation values in the literature, ranging 
between 50 mm/year and 200 mm/year (Tucker et al. 1991, Liu et al. 2001, Le 
Houerou 2001).  Here, we associate the border with the 200 mm/season isohyet 
because it is the closest match between the simulated present day precipitation and the 
present day Saharan border.  It is reasonable to assume that the simulated 200 
mm/season and 200 mm/year isohyets are in approximately the same location based 
on the Climate Research Unit (CRU) data set, a 0.5° by 0.5° monthly rainfall 
climatology derived from rain gauges covering the years 1961 – 1990 (New et al. 
1999).  Seasonal integrations are highly preferred since annual integrations are much 
more computationally expensive. 
In order to create the vegetation distribution for the next iteration, the landuse 
type is replaced with desert in regions where the JJAS precipitation is less than 200 
mm.  In desert regions where the summer precipitation exceeds 200 mm, the landuse 
type is changed to mixed grasslands/shrublands.  This method results in some isolated 
patches of desert surrounded by vegetation, and these regions are filled in with 
grasslands/shrublands.  This is done because the RCM tends to concentrate rainfall in 
small regions and produces the location of the intense meridional precipitation 
gradients more reliably than the magnitude of the precipitation itself.  Also, although 
this protocol calls for desert along the Guinean Coast, the vegetation there is not 
replaced with desert because this region receives rainfall during the non-summer   13 
 
 
months, which would contribute to the 200 mm annual rainfall needed to sustain 
vegetation. 
Two simulations with vegetation allowed to change by iteration are performed.  
The initial position of the border is at 10.0°N in one, so the first iteration is des10.0.  
The other iteration begins with the border far to the north, at 20.9°N.  The  n
th 
iterations from these are named des10.0_n and des20.9_n, respectively.  The 
simulation des10.0 is asynchronously coupled through the sixth iteration, and the 
simulation des20.9 through the fourth iteration.  The simple asynchronous coupling 
between the atmospheric model and the vegetation provides an opportunity for 
feedbacks between atmospheric conditions and land surface characteristics. 
The RCM reproduces features of the present day summer monsoon very well.  
For an in depth validation of the RCM simulation of the present day, please refer to 
PC06.  Additional model validation is presented here for fields particularly relevant to 
this study.   
Since the zonal wind along the west coast of the continent strongly influences 
the moisture transport into and out of north Africa, the simulated summer averaged 
zonal wind along 12.5°W from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (Fig 3a; Kalnay et al. 
1996) and present day simulation (Fig. 3b) are quantitatively compared.  The RCM 
output is interpolated onto the coarser grid (2.5° x 2.5°) of the reanalysis, and mass-
weighted vertical averaging is used to place the RCM output onto the reanalysis levels 
for this comparison.  From the surface to 900 hPa, there is a westerly maximum of 
over 3.5 m/s located near 12.5°N in the reanalysis, whereas the RCM simulates 
significantly stronger low-level westerlies of about 6 m/s.  Recent high-resolution 
satellite data suggests that a low-level jet is located here (Grodsky et al. 2003), and it 
is possible that the weak representation of the jet in the reanalysis is related to lower 
resolution and scarcity of data for assimilation in this region.     14 
 
 
  Farther up in the atmosphere, the summer averaged AEJ is located at 600 hPa 
and 15°N in the reanalysis and reaches a maximum strength of about 12 m/s.  While 
the RCM simulates the AEJ in the same location as the reanalysis, the jet is stronger 
by about 2.5 m/s, or about 20%. 
  The tropical easterly jet (TEJ), located near 150 hPa and 5°N in the reanalysis, 
has an average summer strength of about 16 m/s.  The RCM simulates this jet lower in 
the atmosphere, around 250 hPa, and stronger, with a maximum JJAS speed of nearly 
22 m/s, an enhancement of about 35%. 
 
 
Figure 3.  JJAS averaged zonal wind along 12.5°W for the (a) NCEP reanalysis and 
(b) present day simulation.  Contour interval is 2 m/s.  Dark shading denotes 
westerlies, medium shading denotes easterlies, and white denotes topography in the 
RCM.   15 
 
 
 
For a validation of the early-summer (June and July) and late-summer (August 
and September) precipitation, the present day simulation is compared with the CRU 
data set.  However, since the CRU data set covers the land only, the Climate 
Prediction Center (CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) data set, which is 
a 2.5° by 2.5° monthly rainfall climatology compiled from rain gauge estimates and 
satellite values covering the years 1979 – 2001, (Xie et al. 1997) is used over the 
oceans.   
In the early summer, the 0.5 mm/day isohyet wavers around 17.5°N on the 
continent in the CRU climatology (Fig. 4a).  The RCM (Fig. 4b) simulates this isohyet 
a few degrees south in western Africa and slightly north in eastern Africa.   
Precipitation maxima are located just along the coast near 7.5°N and 12.5°W, and near 
7.5°E and 5.0°N, in the CRU data set.   In the present day simulation, both of these 
maxima are located slightly inland and have the same magnitudes of precipitation.  
The maximum located at 7.5°E and 5.0°N, in the CRU data set splits into several 
distinct maxima to the east in the RCM.  Also, there is a maximum in the CRU 
climatology over Ethiopia at 35.0°E and 10.0°N.  In the present day simulation this 
maximum is much stronger with dry conditions simulated just to the west.  Both the 
CMAP data set and the RCM place the Intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) 
between 5°N - 10°N, however, a slightly weaker ITCZ is simulated in the RCM. 
In the late summer, the 0.5 mm/day isohyet wavers around 19°N in the CRU 
climatology (Fig. 4c), while the RCM (Fig. 4d) simulates the isohyet around 18°N.  
The precipitation maximum at 7.5°N and 12.5°W is stronger in the CRU data set in 
the late summer than the early summer, and the RCM simulates a slight intensification 
as well.  The maximum near 7.5°E and 5°N in the CRU data is again split into several 
distinct maxima located a few degrees inland in the RCM.  The maximum over   16 
 
 
Ethiopia in the CRU climatology is much stronger in the RCM.  The CMAP data set 
places the ITCZ a few degrees farther north in the late summer compared to the early 
summer, and the RCM captures this migration. 
 
 
Figure 4.  Precipitation (mm/day) for the (a) CRU data set over land and the CMAP 
data set over oceans and (b) RCM simulation averaged June-July, and for the (c) CRU 
data set over land and the CMAP data set over oceans and (d) RCM simulation 
averaged August-September.  The CRU data has 0.5° x 0.5° resolution, the CMAP 
data has 2.5° x 2.5° resolution, and the RCM has 90 km resolution.  Shading interval is 
2 mm/day, contour interval is 4 mm/day, and the 0.5 mm/day isohyet is dashed.   
 
The RCM simulates the early and late summer precipitation climatologies 
quite well despite the discrepancies mentioned above, because it is able to capture the   17 
 
 
basic structure of the precipitation maxima and simulates the strong rainfall gradient 
between the Sahel and Sahara.  This success is related to the realistic representation of 
the circulation features validated in PC06, including the southerly low-level flow from 
the Gulf of Guinea, and the thermal low and Saharan High system.   
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4.  Results 
  The following section presents results from simulations with prescribed 
vegetation and identifies a mechanism for rapid climate change, while land-
surface/atmosphere interactions are discussed in the context of a moist static energy 
analysis in section b.  The coupled climate/vegetation simulations are analyzed in the 
last section, and two stable solutions for the vegetation distribution are identified.   
a. Simulations with a prescribed desert border: A mechanism for rapid climate change 
The JJAS maximum wind speed and percent change in JJAS maximum wind 
speed from present day at 625 hPa and 15°W and between 10°N-20°N for each 
idealized simulation are shown in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively.  The strength of the 
summer AEJ shows only relatively small differences between simulations with the 
idealized desert border placed at 10.0°N, 15.5°N, and 17.9°N, but it is much weaker 
when the desert border is located at 19.4°N and 20.9°N.  The magnitude of the AEJ of 
the des10.0 and des15.5 simulations increases by at most 2 m/s from the present day 
strength of -14.77m/s (Fig. 5a), 13% greater than the present day (Fig. 5b).  The 
slightly stronger AEJ simulated by the RCM (Fig. 5a) under reduced vegetation 
scenarios, des10.0 and des15.5, is consistent with the result of the desertification 
experiment by Xue and Shukla (1993). 
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Figure 5.  (a) Summer averaged maximum wind speed (m/s) and (b) percent change in 
summer averaged maximum wind speed from present day for the idealized 
simulations.  Diamonds indicate southerly winds from the Gulf of Guinea located at 
5°N and between 970 and 925 hPa and 20°W-5°E, circles represent the African 
Easterly Jet located at 15°W and 625 hPa and between 11.6°N-15.2°N, and squares 
symbolize the low-level westerly winds off the West African coast located at 15°W 
between 970 and 910 hPa and 10.8°N-14.0°N.   20 
 
 
It is striking that the AEJ strength is relatively insensitive to the position of the 
desert border when that border is moved nearly 8° of latitude (~ 900 km) from 10.0°N 
to 17.9.  However, when the desert border is moved northward by just an additional 
180 km, from 17.9°N to 19.4°N, there is a 45% decrease in the AEJ magnitude (Fig. 
5).  The strength of the AEJ is further weakened in des20.9.  Qualitatively, a 
weakening of the AEJ in the RCM is consistent with the response simulated in the 
afforestation experiments of Xue and Shukla (1996). 
The vegetation distribution impacts the location, as well as the strength, of the 
AEJ.  The latitude of the maximum strength of the jet is 13.2ºN in the present day 
simulation.  With the desert border placed farther south in des10.0 and des15.5, the jet 
is located farther south, at 12.4ºN, while in the increased vegetation experiments the 
jet is located farther north, at 14.7ºN in des17.9 and at 15.5ºN in both des19.4 and 
des20.9.  The vegetation distribution does not impact the level of the jet core which, in 
the summer average, is located at 625 hPa in all simulations except des19.4 and 
des20.9 when a core does not form. 
These changes in the strength and location of the AEJ are accompanied by 
significant differences in the moisture budget and summer precipitation over the Sahel 
and Sahara.  Of the two reduced vegetation simulations, the summer precipitation of 
des10.0 (Fig. 6a) shows the greater negative anomalies from the present day, related 
mainly to decreases in moisture convergence between 5°N-15°N (not shown).  There 
is weak drying over the Guinean Coast and the Sahara, and strong drying over the 
Sahel.  The response is essentially zonal.  The drying in the Sahel is similar to the 
precipitation response simulated in the desertification experiment by Xue and Shukla 
(1993).  However, whereas their GCM simulates wetter conditions over the continent 
between 0˚- 5˚N, the RCM simulates weak drying.  The negative Sahelian 
precipitation anomalies and the associated strengthened AEJ located relatively south   21 
 
 
simulated by the RCM are consistent with relationships observed in present day 
variability (Grist and Nicholson 2001). 
Summer precipitation anomalies are much weaker in the des15.5 and des17.9 
simulations.  Compared to those of des10.0, the JJAS precipitation anomalies 
simulated in des15.5 (Fig. 6b) are similar in structure but smaller in magnitude.  This 
is expected since less vegetation has been replaced by desert in this simulation.  The 
JJAS rainfall anomalies in des17.9 (Fig. 6c) are similar in structure to des10.0, but are 
positive, which is consistent with the small-scale addition of vegetation in this 
simulation.   
The JJAS precipitation anomalies simulated in des19.4 (Fig. 6d) and des20.9 
(Fig. 6e) break from the zonal structure seen in the other simulations, with strong 
drying along the Guinean Coast and significant positive precipitation anomalies over 
the Sahel and the central Sahara.  In the COLA GCM afforestation experiment, Xue 
and Shukla (1996) also simulate summer precipitation decreases over the Guinean 
Coast and increases over the afforested region, with the increases over the Sahara 
confined to the central part of the continent.  Although the break from zonal structure 
is not simulated as dramatically in the GCM as the RCM, the results from the GCM 
support that the responses in des19.4 and des20.9 are not an artifact of the RCM.  
Perhaps the more significant break from a zonal precipitation response in the RCM is 
related to the finer resolution of the RCM (90 km) as opposed to the GCM (1.8˚ 
latitude x 2.8˚ longitude).     22 
 
 
 
Figure 6.  Summer averaged precipitation anomalies from present day (mm/day) for 
the (a) des10.0, (b) des15.5, (c) des17.9, (d) des19.4, and (e) des20.9 simulations.  
Shading interval is 2 mm/day. 
 
The positive Sahelian and Saharan precipitation anomalies simulated in 
des19.4 and des20.9 are accompanied by a weakening and northward shift of the AEJ.    23 
 
 
This is similar to a pattern observed in the present day (Grist and Nicholson 2001), 
however in the present day the precipitation increases maintain a relatively zonally 
uniform structure and are confined to the Sahel.   
Comparison of the summer precipitation anomalies for the idealized 
simulations confirms that precipitation field exhibits the same threshold behavior as 
the AEJ and that the two are strongly linked.  The significant weakening of the 
summer AEJ when the desert border is moved from 17.9°N to 19.4°N (Fig. 5b) 
coincides with the dramatic JJAS rainfall increase from the simulation des17.9 (Fig. 
6c) to des19.4 (Fig. 6d).   
The connection between the AEJ and the precipitation distribution is more 
clearly demonstrated by selecting averaging boxes for the Guinean Coast (5ºN-10ºN 
and 10ºW-10ºE), Sahel (10ºN-15ºN and 10ºW-30ºE), and Sahara (15ºN-30ºN and 
10ºW-30ºE) regions and evaluating the percent changes from present day in the 
summer precipitation (Fig. 7). By no means are these boxes intended to be a strict 
definition of these regions; they are simply chosen to more clearly show the 
precipitation signals over the separate areas. The Sahel and Sahara will be addressed 
first. 
Over the Sahel, JJAS precipitation anomalies are negative for des10.0 and 
des15.5 and positive for des17.9, des19.4, and des20.9.  However, the anomalies do 
not demonstrate the same threshold behavior as the AEJ does with changing location 
of the desert border, and do not have a statistically significant Pearson’s linear 
correlation with the strength of the AEJ at the α = 0.1 level. 
Percent changes in summer precipitation over the Sahara, on the other hand, 
show an impressive Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient of R = –0.990 with percent 
changes in the strength of the AEJ.  Summer precipitation over the Sahara increases 
gradually in each simulation as the desert border progresses northward from 10.0°N to   24 
 
 
17.9°N, and increases dramatically when the border is shifted to 19.4°N (Fig. 7).  The 
Saharan precipitation anomaly jumps from 9% in des17.9 to 263% in des19.4.  The 
intense increase in precipitation anomalies over the Sahara and the weakening of the 
AEJ (Fig. 5b) happen when the desert border reaches the same threshold latitude, 
19.4ºN.  These rapid changes occur with a relatively small change (180 km) in the 
location of the desert border, suggesting that the interaction among vegetation, the 
intensity of the summer precipitation, and atmospheric dynamics, specifically the AEJ, 
is a strong mechanism for rapid climate change over northern Africa.  The following 
will identify the physical process that governs this mechanism for rapid climate 
change.   
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Figure 7.  Percent change in summer averaged precipitation from present day for the 
idealized simulations.  Circles represent the Guinean Coast region, squares indicate the 
Sahel, and diamonds symbolize the Sahara.   
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Cook (1999) showed that formation of the AEJ is the geostrophic consequence 
of positive meridional surface temperature gradients and requires a sufficient 
meridional soil moisture gradient.  In these idealized simulations, the magnitude of the 
meridional soil moisture gradient remains nearly the same, but the position of the 
maximum gradient is moved.  In a narrow latitude range, one might expect the 
strength of the AEJ to be independent of the position of the maximum gradient, based 
on thermal wind relations alone.  However, the RCM simulates a significant decrease 
in the strength of the AEJ in moving the desert boundary northward 180 km from 
17.9°N to 19.4°N, suggesting that there exists a threshold latitude, north of which 
some physical process becomes important. 
  Investigation of the meridional temperature gradient provides some insight into 
this process.  Cross sections of the summer averaged meridional temperature gradient 
along 15°W for des10.0, des15.5, and des17.9 (Figs. 8a-c) show that between 12° and 
15°N the gradient shifts from positive to negative near 600 hPa, the level of the AEJ 
core.  The profiles are fairly similar to each other and the present day profile (not 
shown).  The main difference is that the pressure at which the gradient switches back 
to positive increases as the desert border is shifted northward.  The profile of des19.4 
(Fig. 8d) is dramatically different, with negative temperature gradients extending into 
the upper troposphere.  The profile is similar for des20.9.  This indicates that there is 
some additional heating between 600 and 200 hPa and 8°N and 21°N in des19.4 and 
which is not in des17.4.  The JJAS precipitation fields and vertical velocity and 
specific humidity profiles suggest that condensation provides this additional heating 
aloft. 
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Figure 8.  Summer averaged meridional temperature gradient (K/° latitude) taken 
along 15°W for the (a) des10.0, (b) des15.5, (c) des17.9, and (d) des19.4 simulations.  
Contour interval is .25K/ ° latitude.  White denotes topography, and positive and 
negative temperature gradients are represented by dark and light shading respectively. 
 
Cross sections of summer averaged vertical velocity and specific humidity 
anomalies from the present day simulation along the prime meridian for des10.0, 
des15.5, des17.9, and des19.4 (Figs. 9a – d, respectively) imply that the marked 
weakening of the AEJ that occurs when vegetation is prescribed north of 19.4°N is 
related to the availability of moisture in the region of rising air associated with the 
thermal low.  Between 20ºN – 24ºN, the JJAS vertical velocity anomalies quadruple 
when the vegetation is advanced from 17.9°N (Fig. 9c) to 19.4°N (Fig. 9d).  Also, the 
maximum specific humidity anomalies approximately double from des17.9 (Fig. 9c) 
to des19.4 (Fig. 9d) and show a much greater vertical extent.  This shows that in   27 
 
 
moving the desert border from 17.9°N to 19.4°N, significant moisture has become 
available under the region of significant vertical velocity associated with the thermal 
low.  In the des19.4 case, the large increase in moisture availability under the thermal 
low leads to significant additional latent heating between the convective condensation 
level, approximately at 700 hPa, and the equilibrium level, at about 175 hPa.  This 
contributes to maintaining a positive meridional temperature gradient at the level of 
the jet, indicative of a weakened AEJ. In des19.4, the positive meridional temperature 
gradient exists from the surface to 200 hPa, where the tropical easterly jet is much 
stronger than in the present day.   
The specific humidity anomalies of des10.0 (Fig. 9a) are equal in magnitude 
but opposite in sign to those of des19.4, while the magnitudes of the specific humidity 
differences for the des15.5 (Fig. 9b) simulation are about half that of the des10.0 
simulation.  This suggests that significant differences from the present day monsoon 
system, consisting of a shallow dry thermal low and Saharan high, may exist between 
des10.0 and des19.4.  Investigation of the geopotential height fields provides insight. 
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Figure 9.  Summer averaged vertical velocity (mm/s; shaded) and specific humidity 
(10
-3 kg H2O/kg air; contoured) anomalies from present day along the prime meridian 
for the (a) des10.0, (b) des15.5, (c) des17.9, and (d) des19.4 simulations.  Vertical 
velocity anomalies are shaded every 2 mm/s and the 0 mm/s contour is dotted.  
Specific humidity anomalies are contoured every .5 g/kg.  Positive anomalies are 
solid, and negative anomalies are dashed.  Topography is white. 
 
At 910 hPa, the JJAS averaged thermal low of des10.0 (Fig. 10a) is up to 15 
gpm weaker than that of present day, while the thermal lows of both des15.5 (Fig. 
10b) and des17.9 (Fig. 10c) are very similar to that of the present day, with changes in 
geopotential height within +/- 10 gpm.  However, in both the des19.4 (Fig. 10d) and 
des20.9 (similar; not shown) simulations, the thermal low is stronger by more than 30 
gpm. 
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Figure 10.  Summer averaged geopotential height (shaded; gpm) and winds vectors 
(m/s) at 910 hPa for the (a) des10.0, (b) des15.5, (c) des17.9, and (d) des19.4 
simulations.  Wind barbs are 10 m/s, contour interval is 5 gpm, shading interval is 20 
gpm, and topography is shaded black. 
 
The vegetation distribution influences the position of the thermal low as well.  
As the desert border migrates northward, so does the position of the thermal low.  The 
summer averaged geopotential heights at 910 hPa are zonally averaged between 15°W 
and 25°E and the latitude of the minimum geopotential height is calculated to 
determine a quantitative estimate of the latitude of the thermal low.  In des10.0 the 
thermal low is located at 17.9°N, 900 km north of the desert border.  The thermal low 
remains at 17.9°N in des15.5, but is now located only 270 km north of the desert 
border.  In des17.9, the thermal low is located at 19.4°N, just 180 km north of the 
desert border.  As the desert border is moved northward, the position of the thermal   30 
 
 
low also moves northward, but not as much as the desert border.  In the simulation 
des17.9 the desert border has nearly approached the position of the thermal low, 
making positive soil moisture anomalies available nearly under the region of 
significant vertical velocity associated with the thermal low.  The dramatic response in 
des19.4, achieved by moving the desert border northward an additional 180 km, 
supports that it is the additional moisture availability from the prescribed positive soil 
moisture anomalies, and not the albedo anomalies, that are associated with the rapid 
climate change.  The thermal low in both des19.4 and des20.9 is located at 21.7°N.  
Although the distance between the low and the desert border is 270 km in des19.4, the 
horizontal spatial scale of the low places sufficient upward vertical velocities over the 
positive soil moisture anomalies to sustain the intensified system.  It is the 
superposition of the thermal low and positive soil moisture anomalies which 
distinguishes the climate of des17.9 from that of des19.4 and enables the mechanism 
for rapid climate change to operate. 
From the geopotential height fields at 825 hPa (Fig. 11), it is apparent that the 
structure of the monsoon system is fundamentally different in des10.0, des15.5, and 
des17.9 compared with des19.4 and des20.9.  There is a small closed low over 
northwestern Africa in des10.0 and des15.5 that intensifies slightly in des17.9 and is 
much stronger in des19.4.  The low simulated in des19.4 also covers much of the 
Sahara and Sahel.  The geopotential height differences at 910 hPa and 825 hPa, in 
addition to the specific humidity differences, support that the thermal low in des19.4 is 
deep and moist in contrast to the shallow dry thermal low of the present climate. 
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Figure 11.  Summer averaged geopotential height (shaded; gpm) and wind vectors 
(m/s) at 825 hPa for the (a) des10.0, (b) des15.5, (c) des17.9, and (d) des19.4 
simulations.  Wind barbs are 10 m/s, contour interval is 5 gpm, shading interval is 20 
gpm, and topography is colored black. 
 
At 625 hPa, the summer averaged Saharan high simulated in des10.0 (Fig. 12a) 
is up to 20 gpm stronger than in the present day case.  As at lower levels, differences 
in the geopotential fields of the des15.5 and des17.9 simulations (Figs. 12b and c) at 
625 hPa are small (less than 10 gpm), and again, the largest changes are simulated in 
des19.4 and des20.9.  While the Saharan high is still a feature of the des19.4 (Fig. 12d) 
and des20.9 climates, it is weakened considerably, by up to 50 gpm.  This is expected   32 
 
 
from the weakening of the AEJ because the jet is formed when Coriolis accelerations 
act on the outflow from the Saharan high. 
 
 
Figure 12.  Summer averaged geopotential height (shaded; gpm) and wind vectors 
(m/s) at 625 hPa for the (a) des10.0, (b) des15.5, (c) des17.9, and (d) des19.4 
simulations.  Wind barbs are 10 m/s, contour interval is 10 gpm, and shading interval 
is 20 gpm.   
 
It is apparent that in des10.0 the weakening of the thermal low and 
strengthening of the Saharan high are related to the negative Sahelian precipitation 
anomalies and stronger AEJ.  While the precipitation climatology is different from the 
present day in des10.0, the same type of monsoon system (i.e., the Saharan high above 
the dry shallow thermal low) is maintained.   33 
 
 
There are clearly significant differences in the summer climate between the 
des17.9 and des19.4 simulations.  The dramatic weakening of the AEJ and Saharan 
high, increase in Saharan precipitation, and replacement of the present day dry shallow 
thermal low with the moist deep thermal low simulated in des19.4 are tightly 
interrelated.   
The interaction between the AEJ and vegetation can serve as a mechanism for 
rapid climate change because the intense climate changes simulated between des17.9 
and des19.4 are the result of shifting the desert border northward by a mere 180 km, 
only two gridpoints in the RCM.  The rapid climate change mechanism is related to 
the transition from a dry and shallow thermal low to a moist and deep thermal low, 
which may be enabled by additional condensational heating related to the 
superposition of positive soil moisture anomalies under the rising motion of the 
thermal low. 
The low-level westerly jet exhibits a similar threshold behavior to the AEJ.  
The simulated strength of the summer jet changes irregularly and at most by 5% when 
the desert border is placed between 10.0ºN and 17.9ºN (Fig. 5b).  However, in des19.4 
and des20.9, the jet is significantly stronger, by about 20%.  The relatively large 
increase in the strength of the low-level westerly jet is associated with increased 
moisture transport from the Atlantic Ocean, which contributes to maintaining the 
moist thermal low previously discussed.  The dramatic increases in precipitation in the 
Sahara and northern Sahel in des19.4 and des20.9 occur with the abrupt strengthening 
of the westerly jet in those simulations, and the relationship between the two is 
consistent with present day variability (Grist and Nicholson, 2001). 
In contrast to the behavior of the AEJ and the low-level westerly jet, changes 
in vegetation distribution result in only small anomalies in the strength (at most .31 
m/s, or 5.6% from present day) of the southerly winds from the Gulf of Guinea (Fig.   34 
 
 
5), with little contribution to the simulated differences in moisture transport.   
However, despite the small fluctuations in the strength of these southerlies, there are 
decreases in the precipitation over the Guinean Coast region of up to 36%.   There is 
no significant correlation between these precipitation anomalies and the strength of the 
southerlies, and the precipitation over the Guinean Coast region also does not show a 
trend with the strength of the AEJ, however it does show a pattern related to the 
vegetation distribution.  Idealized and iterated simulations with vegetation similar to 
present day, for example des15.5, des17.9 (Fig. 7), and des10.0_5, produce 
precipitation over the Guinean Coast that is similar to the present day.  For vegetation 
distributions with a desert border that deviates more than a few degrees from the 
present day location, negative precipitation anomalies are simulated over the Gulf of 
Guinea independent of whether vegetation is added or taken away (Fig. 7). 
 
b. Physical processes of the land surface-atmosphere interaction 
Changes in vegetation distribution have a large impact on the surface heat 
budgets simulated by the RCM.  Over regions with vegetation added (removed), there 
are positive (negative) latent heat flux anomalies, negative (positive) sensible heat flux 
anomalies and generally negative (positive) surface temperature anomalies.  This 
pattern is expected because the addition of vegetation prescribes higher soil moisture 
availability, resulting in a wetter surface, which is associated with surface cooling 
given that all other factors, i.e., cloud cover, remain the same.  A greater difference 
between the surface temperature and surface air temperature (generally, a higher 
surface temperature) is required to transfer a given amount of heat from the surface to 
the atmosphere by the sensible than the latent heat flux.  Over a wetter surface, 
evaporation transfers more heat than the sensible heat flux from the surface to the 
atmosphere, so latent heat fluxes operate at a lower temperature differential.   35 
 
 
While the prescribed changes in vegetation are applied on larger space scales, 
especially in the zonal direction, changes in precipitation are due to changes in much 
smaller-scale convective processes.  Examining the moist static energy (MSE) budget 
is useful for understanding the contributions of large-scale temperature and moisture 
anomalies to differences in convection.  MSE is the sum of the sensible, latent, and 
(geo)potential energy according to 
gz Lq T c MSE p + + =  ,                                           (1) 
where cp is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, T is air temperature, L is the 
latent heat of vaporization of water, q is specific humidity, g is the acceleration due to 
gravity, and z is geopotential height.   MSE increasing with altitude denotes a stable 
atmosphere, so increases in low-level MSE destabilize the vertical column and 
promote convection. 
The present day simulated MSE budget averaged over 17-20°N and 8-12°E for 
the summer is shown in Fig. 13a.  An unstable profile is never present in monthly 
means because the processes which stabilize convection operate on much smaller time 
scales.  The neutral MSE profile is the result of convection.  The temperature term is 
the largest contributor to the MSE throughout the troposphere, and the geopotential 
energy term becomes increasingly large above 700 hPa.  The latent heat term is 
relatively small and is nearly zero above 500 hPa. 
Negative low-level MSE anomalies, which stabilize the column, are simulated 
in des10.0 and des15.5 (Fig. 13b) despite positive surface temperature anomalies  (Fig 
13c).  The magnitude of the low-level MSE decrease is much larger in des10.0 than 
des15.5, consistent with the precipitation anomalies.  Examining the anomalies in CpT 
(Fig. 13c) and Lq (Fig. 13d) shows that the negative Lq anomalies outweigh the 
positive CpT anomalies in both simulations.  Differences in geopotential energy are 1-
2 orders of magnitude smaller than the other terms.   36 
 
 
On the other hand, positive low-level MSE anomalies are simulated in des17.9, 
des19.4, and des20.9.  Notice that the difference in monsoon systems between des17.9 
and des19.4 is reflected in increases in MSE that are 2-3 times greater for the latter as 
compared to the former below 800 hPa.   The anomalies in CpT (Fig. 13c) and Lq (Fig. 
13d) indicate that increased convection is supported despite the negative low-level 
temperature anomalies because positive low-level moisture anomalies dominate.   
Differences in convergence contribute about 3.5 times more to these positive moisture 
anomalies than evaporation anomalies over 17-20°N and 8-12°E.  Again, geopotential 
energy anomalies are negligible.   
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Figure 13.  The JJAS (a) total MSE (solid), temperature term (dashed), geopotential 
energy (dash dot), and moisture term (dotted) for the present day simulation, (b) total 
MSE (c) temperature anomaly from present day and (d) moisture anomaly from 
present day for des10.0 (dotted), des15.5 (thick dash), des17.9 (thick solid), des19.4 
(thin solid), and des20.9 (thin dash) averaged over 17-20˚N and 8-12˚E. Units are 10
4 
m
2 s
-2.   38 
 
 
 
c. Simulations with interactive vegetation: Transition to the green Sahara solution  
There is significant summer precipitation simulated in des19.4 and des20.9 
over areas that are prescribed to be desert.  In these simulations, the precipitation may 
not be consistent with the given vegetation distribution.  Is this indicating a climate 
state that would not be sustainable?  How would changes in the vegetation feed back 
to the climate?  These questions are investigated using the iterated runs described in 
section 2. 
  From comparison of the JJAS precipitation and vegetation distribution of 
des20.9 (Figs. 6a and 2e, respectively), it is obvious that the vegetation distribution is 
not in equilibrium with the climate.  The vegetation consistent with the summer 
precipitation climatology of des20.9 is shown in Fig. 14a. The desert border is no 
longer zonally uniform, but extends northward in west-central Africa.  When this 
vegetation is prescribed and the RCM is integrated again, the vegetation distribution 
that is consistent with the climate shows that the land becomes increasingly vegetated 
(Fig. 14b), and a connection is formed between the vegetation of the Sahara and that 
of northern Africa.  The vegetation of des20.9_3 (Fig. 14b) is similar to that of the 
next iteration, des20.9_4 (Fig. 14c), suggesting that the distribution is stable.  That a 
new equilibrium climate, similar to that simulated in des20.9, and vegetation 
distribution are reached through asynchronous coupling with the simple vegetation 
model supports the idea that interactions between vegetation over the west-central 
region of northern Africa and the atmosphere have the potential to produce rapid 
climate change.  Once the vegetation approaches the threshold latitude, interactions 
among the vegetation, precipitation, and the AEJ allow for the transition to a monsoon 
system characterized by a moist deep thermal low.   39 
 
 
Similar iterations are performed starting with des10.0.  The vegetation of 
des10.0_2 (Fig. 14d) extends to 12.5ºN over the western half of the continent and to 
15ºN on the eastern side.  The spread of vegetation is more zonally uniform than that 
of des20.9_2 (Fig. 14a).  The vegetation of des10.0_3 (Fig. 14e) expands farther 
northward, up to 15ºN in the west and 17.5ºN in the east.  In des10.0_4, des10.0_5, 
and des10.0_6 (Figs. 14f-h), the desert/vegetation border wavers within a few degrees 
of 15ºN, and it is apparent that the vegetation has reached an equilibrium distribution 
and is no longer continuing to expand northward systematically.   Note that the stable 
vegetation distribution (and climate) reached by iterating from des10.0 are strikingly 
similar to those of the present day (Fig. 1).  One might interpret this result to indicate 
that vegetation would grow back if there were large-scale deforestation in the present 
day Sahel.  However, that is not a conclusion of this study because an ocean model 
and a dynamic land-surface model which includes timescales of vegetation growth and 
soil degradation were not included in the simulations.  This result shows that it is 
possible that atmospheric conditions would support the regrowth of vegetation in a 
deforestation scenario.   40 
 
 
 
Figure 14.  Landuse prescribed for the iterations (a) des20.9_2, (b) des20.9_3, (c) 
des20.9_4, (d) des10.0_2, (e) des10.0_3, (f) des10.0_4, (g) des10.0_5, and (h) 
des10.0_6.   
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5.  Conclusions  
Geological evidence for a rapid onset and termination of a time of moist 
conditions over northern Africa called the African Humid Period, which occurred 
14,800 – 5,500 years ago, in addition to modeling studies which show that Saharan 
vegetation is closely linked to the strength of the African easterly jet (AEJ), suggest 
that interactions between vegetation and the AEJ produce a mechanism for rapid 
climate change over northern Africa.  Strong coupling between the AEJ and the 
vegetation distribution is primarily responsible.  The strength and position of the jet is 
highly dependent on the soil moisture distribution, which in turn is closely related to 
the vegetation distribution.  Changes in the jet impact precipitation because the jet 
transports moisture off the continent below the level of condensation.   
A regional climate model (RCM) is run with prescribed, idealized vegetation 
distributions, and then asynchronously coupled with a simple vegetation model to 
investigate interactions between vegetation and the dynamics of the West African 
summer monsoon.  In addition to a present day simulation, which validates well with 
the observed climatology, five model integrations are performed with prescribed static 
idealized zonal vegetation distributions, which are created by choosing a latitude that 
is the boundary between desert and grasslands.  North of the boundary, extending to 
35.8ºN, desert surface conditions are imposed, and south of the boundary to 0.34ºN, 
mixed shrubland/grassland conditions are specified over regions of desert.  All other 
land-surfaces retain their present day values.  Latitudes chosen for the boundary are 
10.0ºN, 15.5ºN, 17.9ºN, 19.4ºN, and 20.9ºN.  The vegetation that is imposed in the 
model would change as some forcing (i.e., insolation) evolves in the real world.   
The regional model has a large domain extending from 29°S to 45°N and 48°E 
to 48ºW.   The horizontal resolution is 90 km, and all simulations are run with a 90 
second time step from May 15 to September 30, with the first 16 days disregarded for   42 
 
 
spin-up.  Climatological, but seasonally varying, surface and lateral boundary 
conditions are prescribed.  
A simple vegetation model asynchronously coupled with the RCM utilizes the 
seasonal precipitation to form a revised vegetation distribution for the next 
atmospheric model integration.  Both the des10.0 and des20.9 simulations are 
asynchronously coupled with the simple vegetation model in order to investigate the 
stability of the climate and vegetation distributions. 
The behavior of the AEJ simulated with prescribed vegetation distributions 
indicates that interactions between vegetation and the AEJ produce a mechanism for 
rapid climate change over Africa.  The regional model simulates small changes in the 
strength of the AEJ and precipitation when the southern desert border is located 
between 10.0°N and 17.9°N.  However, when the desert border is moved 180 km 
farther north, from 17.9°N to 19.4°N, the strength of the AEJ halves, significantly 
reducing the lower tropospheric moisture divergence at low levels.  At the same time, 
the low-level westerly jet that transports moisture from the Atlantic strengthens by 
20%.  The result is a five-fold increase in Saharan precipitation, and a break from the 
zonal structure observed in the present day climate.  The southerly winds from the 
Gulf of Guinea remain relatively unchanged and their interaction with vegetation is 
not a mechanism for rapid climate change.   
The relationships between Sahelian precipitation and the AEJ and low-level 
westerlies simulated under the idealized vegetation distributions are consistent with 
those observed in the present day climate, providing a level of confidence to the 
results.  Associated with the rapid changes in the AEJ, low-level westerly jet, and 
precipitation distribution between the simulations des17.9 and des19.4, there are 
significant differences simulated in the structure of the monsoon; in des19.4 and 
des20.9, a deep moist thermal low, which is shifted north by about 3° of latitude,   43 
 
 
replaces the dry shallow thermal low that observed in the present climate.  The 
superposition of the rising motion of the thermal low and positive soil moisture 
anomalies enables the mechanism for rapid climate change. 
Analysis of the model output indicates that when the desert border is located 
north of a threshold latitude, the positive soil moisture anomalies imposed beneath the 
region of significant vertical velocity associated with the thermal low support positive 
low-level moist static energy anomalies, which are indicative of strengthened 
convection.  The land-surface property associated with the vegetation changes that 
dominates the atmospheric response is soil moisture, and not albedo.  Asynchronous 
coupling with the simple vegetation model produces a new equilibrium vegetation 
distribution in which the central Sahara is vegetated when iterated from des20.9. 
Some caveats regarding the experimental setup of this study should be noted.  
Most importantly, a dynamic land-surface model is not directly coupled, so land-
surface processes are represented only on the seasonal timescale through the 
asynchronous coupling with the simple vegetation model (i.e., the seasonal, not daily, 
precipitation influences soil moisture in the model).  The vegetation and related land-
surface characteristics (i.e., soil moisture and albedo) remain constant throughout the 
seasonal integrations.  However, performing the iterations provides some measure of 
realism, since in both des10.0 and des20.9, an equilibrium vegetation distribution and 
climate was ultimately reached.  Also, an interactive ocean model is not used.  
In this study, the interaction between vegetation and the AEJ is identified as a 
mechanism for rapid climate change.  Also, an understanding of the relationship 
between North African vegetation and the dynamics of the West African monsoon is 
gained through this work, and can be applied to the investigation of future climate 
change.  The equilibrium vegetation distribution reached by iterating from the des10.0 
simulation suggests that in a desertification scenario, atmospheric conditions would   44 
 
 
support the regrowth of vegetation.  However, other factors, such as soil degradation 
and timescales of vegetation growth and death, would also need to be considered.  In 
order to improve this study and fully account for all the necessary physical processes 
needed to predict climate change, addition of a dynamic land-surface model and an 
ocean model is required.  
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